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ABSTRACT
This paper is an attempt to analyze decision-making in relation to new product
development at a number of Icelandic software companies. It is a reflective analysis
supported by theories on project management and research on new product
development (NPD) and software development projects. Additional theories will be
utilized as needed but the goal is to achieve a holistic observation on the new product
development process and what could be applied to increase the effectiveness.
In recent years, the Software Industry has grown exponentially while new methods of
running projects have emerged simultaneously. Those methods grow from fertile
grounds of innovation and iterative methodology with the aim to produce new products,
quicker and better aligned to the requirements set forth by the customer and relevant
stakeholders.
While increasing productivity and allowing rapid development, some indication points
to the direction that the decision making and strategic evaluation is undeveloped. This
thesis will look at current state of decision making in the Icelandic Software industry.
The main findings of the thesis are that the process of evaluating, selecting and deciding
on NPD in the Icelandic software industry is underdeveloped and should be more
formalized to be better suited for maximum results. The thesis will also identify and
suggest how common models and best practices could be applicable to optimize the
resources and end result.

Keywords: Project Management, New Product Development, Programme
Management, Selection Criteria, Portfolio Management
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nothing is as powerful as an idea
whose time has come.
Victor Hugo
The software industry is young compared to many other industries. The explosion of
management methods, software tools, the fusion of traditional management methods
and more creative and bottom-up methods make KPI’s and success indicators less
tangible.
Creativity, enthusiasm and creative workplaces are often the identities of software
companies; resources are primarily manpower and delivery of products are using
electronic medium.
The idea generation in the industry is massive and in few industries employees are as
willing to generate and test ideas. This is an opportunity but also a challenge, how to
harness this power and not lower its creativity and enthusiasm level, how to leverage
the resources for maximum result for the organization.
The rise in Project Management to help organizations to run projects efficiently is
certainly valuable but have we reaped the benefit within the Software Industry?
Are we selecting the right projects and are we learning from one project to the other,
most importantly, are we making the right decisions? As Michael Menard asks so
brilliantly in his book Fish in your Ear:
“When was the last time you were part of a project-selection or
resource-allocation meeting where you were confident the criteria
and process being used would deliver the best decisions?”
“How many of you can think of an active project or initiative that
clearly does not deserve the resources being spent on it?”
Michael Menard, A Fish in your Ear
Scholars have pointed out that rapid adoption of Project Management many projects
fall outside the organization's stated mission, many projects are completely unrelated
to the strategy and goals of the organization and many projects have funding levels that
are excessive to their expected benefits. (Meredith & Mantel 2011)
In this thesis, we will look at a specific area of the project, New Product Development
projects (NPD) within the Icelandic software industry.
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The thesis research questions are:
1. How do software companies evaluate and ultimately select production projects?
2. Do they evaluate the decision that was made, do they conduct a post-launch
review?
3. Do they incorporate the lessons learned from the post-launch in the next
decision?
To answer these questions a quantitative research was made, 24 Icelandic software
companies were selected and 12 companies participated by returning a questionnaire
on the subject.

Figure 1: The Research Questions

Project Management is a method (the how), the execution of a project that has a
beginning and an end. The major focus of this thesis, is the what, in what way are we
selecting the NPD Projects? Are we doing as best we can to select the appropriate
projects? Furthermore, are we learning, accumulating knowledge on the selection from
the previous decisions and applying that knowledge to the future selection?
The overlap to Product Management Processes (Cooper, 2011) is obvious, for more
maturity the organizations would include much more of related practices to optimize
the evaluation and selection process.
Effective and well management New Product Management Strategy helps the
organizations to utilize resources, leverage risk and increase revenue – in addition, an
effective strategy and management increases the new product development
performance (Barczak,1995; Thomke and Reinertsen,1998).
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Those who cannot remember
the past are condemned to relive
it.
George Santayana
The theories and methods concerning project, portfolio and programme management1
coincide in many ways with the product management evaluation and selection
processes. Product Management and especially Stage-Gate processes are macro
processes (why), they are overarching processes (Cooper, 2011) and Project
Management is a micro process (how). The two are used together and Project
Management is commonly used within the Stage-Gate Processes.
The main objectives of the thesis is to evaluate the current state and maturity of the
product selection process within the software companies. This chapter will give a
theoretical background on the subject and highlight some of the best practice that could
be later applied to the new product development process.
The selection of a project is dynamic and includes many variables, which in turn have
a dependent relationship. NPD projects are complex and often underestimated because
of the different dependencies and connecting factors. In addition to managerial,
financial, strategic and risk aspects, perceptual and contextual biases affect the NPD
process. According to Barczak vast majority of new NPD projects fail (Barczak 2009)
which indeed is remarkable given the attention and effort in managing and selecting
projects in today’s economy.
Professor Harold Kerzner recognizes the application of Project Portfolio Management
(PPM) in his writing. Stating that if your organization has more projects than resources
allow, benefits of PPM are clear. The basic PPM management allow the organization
to:
-

Provide a structure to select the right projects.
Allocate resources to the right projects.
Align portfolio decisions to the strategic business goals.
Base portfolio decision on logic, reasoning and objectivity.
Create ownership among staff by involvement at the right level.
Establish Avenues for individuals to identify opportunity and obtain support.
Help project teams understand the value of their contribution. (Kerzner 2013)

In his writing, Kerzner supports his findings by citing Jim Pennypacker and San Retna
that identified five critical questions in determining the success of one’s project
portfolio management. (Kerzner 2013) This also applies to the Software Project / NPD
setting and coheres agreeably to the subject of the thesis.

1

Project is a temporary endeavour to meet or produce a certain result. Programme is a group of related
project. Portfolio is a group of projects, not necessarily related, to meet a objectives that are in line with
the organizational strategy.
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The questions are:
-

Are we investing in the right things?
Are we optimizing our capacity?
How well are we executing?
Can we absorb all changes?
Are we realizing the promised benefits?

Kezner also highlights the obvious, greater number of creative ideas, the greater
chances of selecting high-quality projects (Kerzner 2013).
2.1 Project Classification
Larson and Gray explain that most organization classify projects into Strategic,
Compliance and Operational projects. (Larson and Gray, 2014).
Operational projects are ones that are required to support regular operation; they are
designed to increase performance and reduce cost. These projects, given their nature,
will only need immediate manager approval. An example is Quality Management
projects or buying an equipment to increase production. Compliance projects are mustdo projects, for example complying with regional law or regulations, they are
considered a must and need to be carried out. Lastly, strategic projects are aimed to
increase revenue, producing new products, research and development.
The scope of the thesis is strategic projects; they are the ones that are taken through the
process of evaluation and decisions, they are important in the long-term for the
organization. Larson and Gray study and elaborate on project classification in the
context of Project Portfolio, as will be done in the thesis although some scholars
indicate that NPD projects cannot be fully managed or controlled, given the high level
of uncertainty -sometimes ambiguity and extraordinary properties. (Laine, Korhonen,
& Martinsuo, 2016).
2.2 Discovery
The discovery phase is important for most organization. To grow, prosper and be
competitive the organizations need to come up with new ideas and ventures. Cooper
points out a dilemma between the shareholders that seek growth, new and profitable
ventures while the management seeks smaller, less ambitious initiatives (Cooper,
2011). Furthermore, he points out that pressure on short-term profit is significant.
Creating a highly profitable product while focusing on short-term profit is
overwhelming (Cooper, 2005).
The discovery process, stage or activities that capture, stimulate and select new product
ideas is very important, it is the innovation source for new revenue, upsell opportunities
and cross-sell tactics. The innovation is the foundation for growth. The discovery phase
is the first step in what would be the process from idea to marketed product. Cooper
mentions the importance to measure this first phase and refers to 4 surveys 2 on new
product attrition rate based on those findings.
2

Booz Allen Hamilton, New Product Management for the 1980s (New York: Booz Allen Hamilton,
1982);
A. L. Page, “PDMA New Product Development Survey: Performance and Best Practices,” PDMA
Conference, Chicago, PDMA, November 13, 1991; A. Griffin, Drivers of NPD Success,
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The summary of these studies indicated a 7 to 1 ratio, seven are started, four enter
development, 1,5 are launched and one project is successful. These statistics underpin
the importance to measure because what you do not measure you cannot manage.
Suggested metrics to measure is success/failure rate at launch, attrition rates; what
projects continue through each step, resources allocated to winners, losers and killers
on each stage and lastly proportion of projects hitting time, profit and sales targets
(Cooper, 2011). In other words, formal registration of projects and properties of projects
is necessary to be able to learn and review for better results.
2.3 Evaluation of projects
The project evaluation is an extremely important factor; the organization should strive
to use the evaluation method appropriate to select the best projects. The method should
aid the management to select the projects that are in line with its strategy and mission.
The economy of a project, context, risk, market impact and availability of resources are
also an important factor in the evaluation process. It is also critical to communicate the
criteria to stakeholders for alignment and to act as a source for new project ideas
(Larson and Gray, 2014).
2.4 Selection Criteria
A sound decision should be based on established criteria’s, ones that are approved and
in line with strategic objectives. At first, a selection might seem obvious and always
follow the same basic criteria, maximizing the financial gain. In the competitive and
complex marketplace, the simple financial criteria are simply not enough.
Many organizations have thus factored in the multiple issues they are faced with, yet
aligning those issues and the strategy to a predefined, financial and non-financial
selection criteria’s. Examples are, Multi-criteria selection models, checklist models,
multi-weighted, market-driven decision to capture larger market share. Methods to
make it difficult for competitors to enter the market, develop an enabler product, which
by its introduction will increase sales in more profitable products, develop core
technology that will be used in next-generation products, reduce dependency on
unreliable suppliers and prevent regulatory intervention and regulation (Larson and
Gray, 2014).
2.5 Balancing the portfolio
Balancing of the portfolio is imperative for healthy operation of the organization. The
management team must ensure that the balance is between high-risk projects and the
low-risk ones. The selection process must take this into account so that the projects are
aligned to organizational strategy and per the available resources. Furthermore, the
characteristics of the respective project might make it more appropriate at one time,
under certain conditions.

M. Adams and D. Boike, “PDMA Foundation CPAS Study Reveals New Results,” Visions 28, no. 3
(July 2004): 26– 29;
PDMA Foundation’s 2004 Comparative Performance Assessment Study (CPAS) (Chicago: Product
Development and Management Association, 2004).
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Larson and Gray categorize the project types as:
-

Bread and butter projects being easy to accomplish and deliver relatively
modest commercial value. These project usually involve evolutionary
increments to current products, processes or services.
Pearls are attractive as they are low risks projects that deliver high commercial
value using proven technology. These are usually new products or services that
are based on existing offerings.
Oysters are high risk but extremely high-value projects. They represent
paradigm shift on the market, a breakthrough of some kind that deliver high
commercial value.
White elephants are redundant projects, that once were potential but have
stagnated or are out of synch with demand or customer requirements. (Larson
and Gray, 2014).

2.6 NPD Programs and Selection Methods
New Product Development Programs are complex in nature and are still somewhat less
researched than traditional Portfolio or Programme Management methods. NPD
projects tend to have a longer lifespan, a higher level of risks, uncertainty, and
ambiguity. NPD programs cannot be fully managed, controlled or anticipated, thus not
a normal program. The dynamics of the multiple uncertainties and ambiguities are not
recognized, and theorists suggest that that definitive indicators should be used for
ambiguity and uncertainty in NPD project for managerial purposes. (Laine, 2016).
2.7 Post-launch review and feedback-loop
Here the projects differ somewhat from a product based setting, in projects a closure
review is usually conducted to close down the project or a stage, contractually this is
important for both / all parties. In a product setting, it is extremely important to establish
a close-loop system of reviews. The project team should review the results few months
after the product launch, compare the results to expectations and convey the results to
management. It is also important to factor in the cultural or human factor, having the
team itself conducting the reviews empowers and increases accountability and Cooper
points out that Team accountability is one of the greatest difference between the best
innovation organizations and the rest (Cooper, 2011)
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3. METHOD
There is more to truth
than just the facts.
Anonymous
The method used in the research is quantitative research questionnaire, given the scope
and timeframe that method was selected. Other viable options were Case Studies and
in-depth interviews. Based on the objective, to get a current state of the decision making
within Icelandic Software Companies, the quantitative research was the most suitable
and appropriate.
The method used for researching the current status of Icelandic software companies
were an electronic survey sent to CEO’s by email, collected anonymously. The answer
ratio was 50% which is less than anticipated but will give an indication to what the
current status is.
The choice of companies to participate was a bit difficult because no data exists on
software companies that actually manufacture products, the SUT3 did not have any
notable classification on their members, and after consulting with the RSK4 and
Registers of Iceland5 no further classification did exit but under the category of
Software Companies were over 400 entities, many of the dormant or not in operation.
The selected respondents were categorized by hand and research made on size, products
and market and the result were 25 companies. At this time gaming companies were
excluded, companies that were mainly in software services on a project basis (not
marketed) were excluded even though they had a collection of small products or tools
as a side product.
As the subject is NPD projects, the software companies were selected having that in
mind, the criteria was:
1. Established product on either domestic or international market.
2. Self-funded, not a venture or an entrepreneur company.
3. Product revenue is estimated the majority of total revenue.
In all but one instance, the general manager was the recipient of the research
questionnaire.
Given the level of the respondents, the questionnaire was boiled down to the bare
necessary questions and submitted on one page rather than multiple steps. Two emails
were sent, in the first, seven responses came, the second, four answers.
Five questions were asked, in four the respondents would answer/rate 3 to 6 statements
as Not preset, Ad hoc, Informal and Formal. The statements are general statements
concerning, discovery, evaluation, selection, decision makers and post-launch reviews
within their respective companies.

3

Samtök Upplýsingatæknifyrirtækja, e. Association of Icelandic Information Technology Organizations.
Ríkisskattstjóri, Directorate of Internal Revenue, which maintains a registry of all national
incorporations.
5
Þjóðskrá, e. Registers Iceland is an office under the Ministry of the Interior which maintains the national
register and additional national registration information.
4
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The first question tries to shed light on the current state of discovery of ideas to
incorporate into the products, from customer and employees.

The second question tries to shed light on the current state of evaluation methods within
the companies, what elements and factors are determining and incorporated into the
evaluation stage.

The third question tries to shed light on the actual decision making, primarily what
methods are used.

The fourth question is a direct question on who takes the final decision on a NPD
project.
10

The fifth and last question sheds light on if, and then how post-launch reviews are
conducted within the companies.
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4. RESULTS
A distinct pattern was found in the research results were that the participants were all
rather ad-hoc or informal in their approach. It corresponds with the relatively young
industry that also overlaps into creative industries, has largely young employees and
new approaches in project management encourage iterative and creative approach
rather than formal and classic waterfall type approaches.
4.1 Discovery of new product ideas
The discovery phase often includes predetermined activates to stimulate and capture
new ideas, this process, or step in the stage-gate (Cooper, 2011) process, is vital and
will gather ideas to be processed. The idea behind a stage-gate process is to gradually
and systematically increase the stakes, manage risk and control resources put into ideas.
This step usually includes a screening of ideas; accepted ideas are eligible for limited
resources to proceed to the next step.
The research revealed that 25-50% of participants conducted activities to stimulate and
register new product ideas in a formal manner. It is also relevant as results of question
2 only 25% of the participant’s state that they have a formal stage-gate evaluation
process. The findings are that discovery of new product ideas are informal and
unformed.

Figure 2 Discovery of new product ideas

4.2 New product evaluation process
By asking the participants on the product evaluation process in general, the aim was to
gather information on which factors were determining the evaluation and if a formal
process were in place and then on what grounds. Market and strategic fit is a formal
process within 42% of the respondents, 17% evaluate risk and ROI in a formal manner,
25% have a formal stage-gate process, and 17% have a formal success & failure criteria
defined for the projects.

Figure 3 New product evaluation process
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4.3 Criterion for a new product selection
The formal criterion, highest in the survey was the Product Feature Prioritizing;
profitability was a formal criterion with 36% of the respondents and Earned value 10%.
The research question here is to determine what were the criteria for a new product, on
what grounds is the new product evaluated and selected – interesting will be to crossevaluate with other responses later in the thesis.

Figure 4 Criterion for a new product selection

4.4 Final decision on a new product
The decision to start a new product project lies with the general manager in 33% of
which of have a formal decision process. The decision is delegated to project board
(17%) and product boards (17%) and the board decides in 8%, other assemblies in 25%
of the respondents.

Figure 5 Final decision on a new product
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4.5 Post launch evaluation
Formal post-launch reviews are only practiced within a quarter of the respondents, 25%
carry out a formal post-launch review, 24% register the findings systematically and
24% carry the findings in a formal way to the beginning of the next new product.

Figure 6 Post launch evaluation

The findings can be analyzed further, above is highlighted those who carry out a formal
means of the process or steps, some companies carry out same steps in an informal way
or on ad-hoc basis.
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5. DISCUSSION
The research findings suggest that the project maturity and New Product Development
process is in its early days of maturity. The overall vagueness of the process or a
complete lack of process might suggest that there is significant room for improvement
in the Icelandic Software industry.
The participants indicated that the evaluation was aligned with the organization's
strategy and the market of which it operates on. The interesting finding was that the
selection criteria was primarily on product features indicating that the industry is driven
by features – either demanded by customers or brought to the market by competitors to
gain competitive advantage.
This, in turn, might point to that the market is less innovative than one might think.
Innovations focused on product features might fuel copycat and tired products – adding
features to aged products rather than aiming for a differentiated, paradigm shift product
from the start.
The overall responses point towards a lack of stage-gate Process (Cooper, 2011), having
said that – the respondents seem to be aware of the importance of the necessary
activities but conduct it, in an informal or ad-hoc manner. The respondents use market
and profitability criterions along with a product feature evaluation as the primary
selection gate.
The motivation for new product ideas, aimed ad inspiring staff or customers to come
up with new ideas is not common amongst the respondents, but informal or ad-hoc
activities exist, and some have processes to register the ideas.
In a relatively competitive marketplace that is fast paced with a low entry barrier, the
respondents ought to consider having more focus on a formal stimulant for new ideas.
The numbers talk in this context, in the literature review we mentioned Cooper's citation
to the Booz Hamilton studies where production attrition rate was 7 to 1 ratio on average,
we must then assume that a stream of good product ideas is good for the organization,
given that the evaluation process is in place. More studies reflect on this issue as APQC6
study indicated that the best (top 20%) performers saw 38% of sales revenue from new
products whereas the average performers saw only 27,5% of their sales revenue from
new products. (Cooper & Edgett, 2003). The same study reveals a clear differentiator,
where the best performers focus on major product revisions and totally new products,
where the average and low performers are more focused on promoting, repackaging
and delivering incremental improvements and changes.
Most of the scholars covering the field of New Product Development and formal
Project, Portfolio or Programme Management agree on the importance of tracking key
metrics in the respective processes. Thus, it is interesting and clear improvement
opportunity to learn that only about a quarter of the respondents formally conduct a
post-launch review and otherwise meter the results. One can assume that if the
important metrics are not captured, the learning and constant cycle of improvement is
less effective that should be optimal. Not only can process centric improvement
opportunities be captured, but more importantly product innovation opportunities and
characteristics of a winning product that could be reflected upon in future products.

6

American Productivity and Quality Center
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Not covered in this thesis but worth mentioning and possibly a subject to be covered in
an MSc thesis, is the contextual bias. The participants are all relatively small enterprises
and management; sometimes owners have strong ties to the establishment – some of
which are not business educated but have technical or engineering background.
Contextual bias could be a significant factor, keeping formality and predefined
processes away. Because of heavy involvement, enthusiasm and entrepreneurship
nature of the organization the management could be biased and would prefer to manage
the process without formality.
Escalation of commitment could also be having effect as most of the products produced
by the participants seem to be related, updates, new major versions, and add-on
products. By not measuring or having a transparent metrics, the risk of throwing good
money after bad money is present. This is though a matter that needs more research and
could be a subject for continuing research.
Laine identifies the complex dynamics, multiple uncertainties and ambiguities in the
NPD Programs, high level of ambiguity and uncertainty are present and thus makes it
harder to manage, much harder than normal Project Portfolio or a Programme (Laine,
2016). These characteristics are interesting and worth studying in more depth in relation
to the formal stage-gate processes.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The main findings of the thesis are that the process of evaluating, selecting and deciding
on NPD in the Icelandic software industry is underdeveloped. There is a clear
opportunity for improvement and optimization of resources. The research reveals
informality and lack of formal process iteration for optimization of the decision making.
There are also indications that measurements or tangible benchmarks are not used, thus
making it difficult to manage towards optimization and increased innovation. The
discovery of product ideas is also informal and could on its own contribute towards
more new products that in turn increases the competitiveness of the industry.
The thesis gives an indication, and it would be very interesting to continue the work
and explore the software industry to established best of breed and also analyze the
alleged ambiguity and hidden complexity in NPD projects.
The suggestions are to establish, if not formal, then visible and transparent process for
new product ideas. Stimulate new product ideas and pass them through the steps of
qualitative and quantitative evaluation. Add benchmarks and steps that are both logical
and transparent, have in mind the culture and harness the entrepreneurship atmosphere
in the industry. Lastly, establish goals for the NPD process, for example, measure
percentage of gross sales from new products, the profitability of new products, time to
market, success rate and the characteristics in which the organization can learn from.
The challenge is to establish the process, balance the formality against the culture and
appropriately measure for management purposes. Hopefully, the studies conducted here
can be continued in an another thesis for more in-depth result.
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